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Abstract: A novel THz-luminescence laser nanoheterointerfacial scheme of the intersubband,

longer-wavelength limit, mid-infrared functionality type has been designed on the basis of

optically-pumped dual-resonant tunnelling of conductivity electrons within an appropriately

energetically-determined configuration of five subbands hosted by two communicating asym-

metric, approximately rectangular quantum wells (QWs).

The employed upper laser-action level is the second excited subband of the nanostructure

back, wider QW and is provided with electrons via resonant tunnelling from the first excited

subband of the nanostructure front QW populated through remotely ignited optical pumping

out of the local fundamental subband.

On the other hand, the first excited back-QW subband functions as the lower laser

action level, directly delivering the received electrons to the local fundamental subband via

a fast vertical longitudinal optical phonon scattering. From there, they are recycled back to the

nanostructure front QW fundamental subband by virtue of a second, reverse sense resonant-

tunnelling-mediated normal charge transport mechanism.

A nanophotonics application of the scheme predicts laser operability in the 15-THz range.
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1. Introduction

The investigation of semiconductor heterointerfaces is a prominent subject

of ongoing research in view of their significance for the functionality of numer-

ous optoelectronic microdevices [1–6]. For more than two decades, the designing

strategy of wavefunction-engineering [7] has produced an admirable wealth of

innovative semiconductor devices, characterized by a high degree of tunability

in their optoelectronic performance. Celebrated pioneering microelectronic het-

erostructures of this kind are the Bloch oscillator [8, 9], the resonant tunnelling

double heterodiode [10], the hot electron tunnelling transistor [11], and the revo-

lutionary quantum cascade, laser [12, 13].
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In the present paper, the principle of operation of an intersubband, far mid-

infrared unipolar laser action heterosturcture is outlined. It is based on optically

pumped dual resonant tunnelling between two quantum wells (QWs), asymmetric

both spatially and with respect to the height of the energy barrier. This is effected

in terms of band-gap engineering and quantum mechanical conductivity vertical

electron transport and local (within each QW) energetic transitions.

In Section 2, the required laser action level population inversion is mon-

itored via a rate equation formalism against the ratio of crucial time constants

characterising the two successive resonant tunnelling processes involved. Inter-

vening intersubband longitudinal-optical-phonon scattering is also employed. In

Section 3, a generic application of the operational principle to a model four-

semiconductor nanostructure predictably emitting in the 20mm far mid-infrared

coherent electromagnetic radiation spectrum band is discussed. A measure of the

optoelectronic yield of the designed nanodevice is given by the intersubband stim-

ulated optical gain, through the laser action population inversion, in terms of the

subband lifetimes entailed.

2. THz-laser action: wavefunction-engineering

This paper proposes a novel operation principle for a laser action nano-

heterostructure [14], based on remotely optically pumped [15, 16] dual resonant

tunnelling (OPRT) unipolar change transport mechanism which can be carried out

within the framework of two communicating quantum wells (CQWs), asymmetric

both spatially and with respect to their energy barrier height. The CQWs host

a total of five partially-localised subbands, two of which (the fundamental If> and

the first excited If′>) are on the part of the envisaged device front ([F]) QW and

the remaining three (the fundamental Ib>, the first excited Ib′>, and the second

excited Ib′′>) on the other part of the OPRT device back ([B]) QW. The aim of

the band-gap-engineering design has been to establish – by means of a respective

growth procedure – two selective energy matchings; one between the uppermost

subbands If′> and Ib′′> of the two CQWs, and the other between the innermost

fundamental sublevels If> and Ib> in the two neighbouring QWs (Figure 1).

The two laser-action levels of the OPRT nanodevice have been designed to

correspond to the second excited Ib′′> [B] QW subband and the local next lower

first excited Ib′> subband:

The upper OPRT laser action level is predicted to be continuously provided

with conductivity electrons, resonantly tunnelling [17, 18] into it, from its energet-

ically matched device front [F] QW first excited If′> subband. The latter would

be populated through remotely ignited optical intersubband pumping from its

local fundamental If> front QW subband. The lower OPRT nanostructure laser

action level, on the other hand, is expected to be directly delivering its radiatively

de-excited electrons to the local device back [B] QW fundamental Ib> subband

via particularly fast longitudinal optical (LO) phonon scattering. This LO phonon
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Figure 1. Wavefunction-engineering of the proposed THz-laser

scattering is almost vertical in the reciprocal space and favoured by a band-gap-

engineered energetic proximity of the entailed Ib′>↔ Ib> intersubband separation

with the characteristic LO phonon energy valid under the operational conditions

within the [B] QW semiconductor material.

Furthermore, the considered functionality of the OPRT laser nanostructure

resonant microcavity [19, 20] is determined by the above-mentioned LO phonon

scattering of radiatively down-converted conductivity electrons (from the laser

action lower level to the local [B] QW fundamental subband) and by their being

recycled back to the OPRT laser nanostructure [F] QW fundamental If> subband

by virtue of a second, reverse sense, resonant-tunnelling-mediated normal charge

transport mechanism.

The rate equations modelling the laser action functionality of the subband

levels Ib′′> and Ib′> take the form:

dNIb′′>
dt

=
1

TFB
NIf′>−

1

τIb′′>
NIb′′> (1)

dNIb′>
dt
=
1

τ
NIb′′>−

1

τIb′>
NIb′> (2)

where NIf′>, NIb′> and NIb′′> are the sheet electron concentrations of nanos-

tructure resonator levels If′>, Ib′> and Ib′′>, respectively, 1

TFB
is the temporal

rate of achieving the resonant-tunnelling charge transport from the [F] QW first

excited subband If′> onto the energetically commensurate [B] QW second ex-

cited subband Ib′′>, τIb′′> is the total lifetime of the upper laser action level

Ib′′>, expressed by means of the Ib′′>→Ib′> combined radiative and non-radiative

down-conversion rate ( 1τ ) and the Ib
′′
>→Ib> non-radiative direct relaxation rate

( 1

τ
Ib′′>→Ib>

) as:

1

τIb′′>
=
1

τ
+

1

τIb′′>→Ib>
(3)
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and 1

τ
Ib′>

is the non-radiative fast vertical longitudinal optical phonon scattering

rate of electrons received by the lower laser-action subband Ib′> to the local [B]

QW fundamental subband Ib>.

Equations (1) and (2) form a system with five unknowns, namely NIc>
(c= f, f′, b, b′, b′′), which are the areal electron densities of the five nanostructure

resonator levels Ic>, along with the following equations:

dNIf>
dt
=
1

TBF
NIb>−

IΣ

h̄Ω
NIf> (4)

dNIf′>
dt
=
IΣ

h̄Ω
NIf>−

1

TFB
NIf′> (5)

dNIb>
dt
=

1

τIb′′>→Ib>
NIb′′>+

1

τIb′>
NIb′>−

1

TBF
NIb> (6)

where 1

TBF
denotes the temporal rate at which the (reverse sense) Ib>→If> res-

onant electron-tunnelling is effected within the CQWs, I is the optical pumping

intensity, Ω is the pumping photon cyclic frequency, and Σ is the optical absorp-

tion cross section exhibited by the electrons initially resting upon the [F] QW

fundamental subband level If> to incoming pumping photons.

On the other hand, the stimulated optical yield Y can be determined as [15]:

Y =
1

L
σ∆N (7)

where L is the spatial extent of the entire CQWs configuration, σ is the laser-

stimulated emission cross section for producing the secondary coherent photons

(of energy h̄ω=∆EIb′′>→Ib′>=∆E); ∆N is the laser action population inversion

between the levels, Ib′′> and Ib′> obtained from the above-mentioned rate

equation system describing the electron concentration. This system can be solved

at the steady state of the set of the different charge transport mechanisms within

the OPRT nanoheterostructure.

The aforementioned model formalism, based on the monitoring of the

rate equations of the proposed OPRT laser-action level-population evolution and

inversion, incorporates the determination of the transmission coefficient [14, 17]

for the consecutive steps of the resonant-tunnelling inter-QW communication

mechanism.

3. Application of OPRT laser: functionality and discussion

In order to carry out the proposed scheme, we consider an indicative generic

semiconductor nanoheterostructure based on the conventional AlxGa1−xAs/GaAs

system.

In particular, we employ two quantum wells which are asymmetric both

spatially and with respect to the energy barrier height. The quantum wells are

approximately rectangular and communicate through an intervening barrier layer.

Both wells are formulated within (different portions of) the GaAs semiconductor:

The front QW [F] with a spatial width of 96Å and an energy barrier height
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of 221meV is contained between a surface Al0.3Ga0.7As slab and an inter-QW

communication barrier layer. The back QW [B] with an extension of 162Å and

an energetic confinement hill of 204meV, spans the region between the inter-QW

communication barrier layer and a bottom Al0.33Ga0.67As slab. The intervening

communication barrier layer may be regarded as a succession of two similar-

thickness sublayers of Al0.3Ga0.7As and Al0.33Ga0.67As.

We then proceed with algorithmic [21] calculations, which transform the

pertinent Schrödinger equation (concerning the electron de Broglie time-indepen-

dent wavefunction and taking into account the spatial variation of the carrier

effective mass) into a tridiagonal-matrix eigenvalue system (by rearranging it as

the Sturm-Liouville case).

In this manner, the partially-localised conductivity-electron eigenstates,

accommodated by the two communicating QWs in the model application under

study, correspond to the energy eigenvalues (measured within each QW, going

upwards from its energetic bottom): E(If>) = 32meV, E(If ′>) = 136meV for

the front QW fundamental and first excited bound state, respectively; and

E(Ib>) = 14meV, E(Ib′>) = 55meV, and E(Ib′′>) = 121meV for the back QW

fundamental, first- and second-excited bound state, respectively.

Notably, the fundamental eigenstates of the two CQWs are well aligned,

given that their intra-QW heights differ by almost the inter-QW bottom-

asymmetry.

In an analogous manner, the uppermost bound eigenstates of the two

communicating QWs emerge aligned, since the difference between their intra-QW

heights almost cancels the energetic height asymmetry of the two QW bottoms.

The ensuing calculations involve the determination of the effective dipole

lengths, which are associated with the intersubband transitions, collaborating

with, or antagonising one another through the nanooptoelectronic structure.

The intersubband transition-lifetime engineering thus becomes equivalent to

the original wavefunction-engineering attempted. Furthermore, the determined

intersubband transition (ISBT) effective dipole lengths demonstrate the oscillator

strengths supporting the different ISBT events, whereas the predicted laser-action

population-inversion leads to the device-stimulated optical gain.

Results (radiative transition time constant around 45ns, corresponding to

an ISBT dipole length 〈b′′|z|b′〉 of about 1nm), are connected with a laser far

mid-infrared emission OPRT functionality in the range of 65meV/15THz, with

a stimulated optical gain Y sensitivity ∂Y∂I to the pumping illumination power I

around 11 cm
−1

105W/cm2
.
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